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Abstract 
We give a formula for efficient steplength control in numerical integration, based on comparison of the numerical 
solution with a solution of lower order. (~) 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All fights reserved. 
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We discuss here steplength control in numerical integration of  ordinary differential equations, for 
the purpose of  optimizing performance in terms of  precision and computer time. Thus the aim is 
not to estimate or control absolute errors, although upper limits can be given. We assume that the 
equations are not stiff. 
A one-step, variable steplength method of  order (p ,q )  uses in addition to the primary integration 
method of  order p, also a secondary method of  order q. Let e be the difference of  the two numerical 
solutions in one single step of  length h. It is an estimate of  the error in the present step, and it may 
be used for the purpose of  deciding the length h' of  the next step. 
In the limit h ~ 0, the error is ep o( h p+I and es o~ h q+l for the primary and secondary solution, 
respectively. Hence, 
,g ~- ep -- es c< h r+l, (1) 
where r = p if q >p and r =q if q <p.  I f  q = p, we have either r = p, or r > p if the leading terms 
in ep and es cancel. 
In the literature it is often assumed that the secondary solution is the most accurate, i.e. q >p,  so 
that e is a direct measure of  ep. It seems more natural however to use the most accurate solution 
as the primary solution. Then e gives only an upper limit for ep, but we may estimate ep up to an 
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unknown proportionality constant as ep = Ceh p-r. For a step of length h' the error in the primary 
solution is e'p = ep(h'/h) p+I . 
We may now introduce a constant olerance z. The equation [e'p] = ~ is useless as a criterion for 
choosing the next step length h', since it would involve the unknown constant C. Our next best 
choice is le'pl = Cv, which gives the following formula, 
h '=h I~ lhp- r}  " (2) 
Another possibility is to put r = Ch', for a constant z', which gives a slightly different formula, 
Z! )lip 
h '=h I~ lh~r -~ " (3) 
A third possibility is to solve the equation le ] (h ' /hf  +1= r to obtain 
( !~ '/(~+') 
h'=h\l~l } . (4) 
All three of these formulae have the desirable property that the values they give for the next step 
length h' are independent of the present step length h, in the asymptotic limit h ~ 0. For this reason 
the factor h p-r is essential in the first two of the above formulae whenever r # p. In the standard 
case r=p the above formulae reduce to the standard formulae known from the literature (e.g. [4, 
p. 167]). 
We have tested these formulae on a problem from physiology [2], applying the embedded Runge- 
Kutta method of Dormand and Prince [1], of order (p ,q )=(5 ,4) .  We defined a global error by 
comparing with a very precise numerical solution, averaging over 100 points (more detail is given 
in [3]). No steps were rejected, instead we limited the increase or decrease of the step length by 
requiring that 0.1h ~< h'~< 1.1h. The longest steps were roughly five times as long as the shortest 
steps. 
The figure shows the global error as a function of the number of steps. The meaning of 
the symbols is as follows, x refers to Eq. (2); o to Eq. (3) and Eq. (4); + to Eq. (2) with- 
out the factor hp- r=h;  * to Eq. (3) with h p -~- l= 1 replaced by h -1. The most efficient formula, 
giving the lowest number of steps for a fixed global error, is seen to be Eq. (2). The least efficient 
formulae are the two last examples, which give h' dependent on h as h ~ 0. It remains to clarify to 
what extent our conclusion is valid for other problems. 
We thank Brynjulf Owren for valuable comments. 
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